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AUSTRALIAN TAXI INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

 
 

Members are advised that the forty-seventh annual general meeting of the 
Australian Taxi Industry Association Limited will be held as follows - 
 

Date:  Sunday, 10 April 2016  

Time:  12 noon 

Venue: Presidential Room 
 Sea World Resort  
 Sea World Drive, Main Beach  
 Gold Coast, Queensland  
 
AGENDA 
 
1. Confirmation of minutes of the forty-sixth Annual General Meeting 

2. President’s Report 

3. Chief Executive Officer’s Report 

4. Presentation of Financial Statements for the year ending 31 December 2015 

5. Confirmation of membership subscriptions for 2017 

6. Election of Executive Committee Members 

7. Election of Office Bearers 

8. Confirmation of Honorariums 

9. Confirmation of Auditor 

10. Life membership nomination(s) 

11. Declaration of the venue city for the national conference in 2017 

 
Yours faithfully 

 

 

Blair Davies 
Company Secretary 

4 March 2016 
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AUSTRALIAN TAXI INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

 
ATIA PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 
The theme for the ATIA’s 2016 conference, “Think global, act local”, succinctly encapsulates 
the challenges confronting the taxi industry across the world over the last year. 
 
Uber introduced ride-hailing services into Australia in April 2014 as a cheap and illegal 
substitute for legitimate taxi services.  In the past, illegal taxis did not survive very long and 
most certainly never achieved any level of scale.  State and Territory Governments were quite 
capable of enforcing their laws on home-grown bandit taxis, closing them down once they 
came to the attention of Government officials.  Regrettably, those same State and Territory 
Governments have proven themselves to be no match for the global giant, Uber.  
 
Since our last meeting as an association we have seen the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) 
and New South Wales (NSW) State Governments legalise ride-hailing services.  The Western 
Australian and Tasmanian State Governments have announced that they intend to follow suite 
in 2016.  Seemingly unable to enforce their laws, these Governments appear to have thrown 
in the towel, opting to re-write their laws to make Uber’s business model legal. 
 
So where does that leave the taxi industry?  Ride-hailing is a global threat and the Australian 
taxi industry needs to use our local knowledge and experience to beat it in our respective 
marketplaces. 
 
The new regulatory environments contemplated for NSW and the ACT certainly contain many 
threats but they also include many opportunities.  If, or as, other jurisdictions follow the NSW 
and ACT lead, they too can be expected to present similar threats and opportunities in their 
regulatory reforms.  As an industry, we need to unite and draw on our proud traditions of 
resilience, adaptation and innovation to take advantage of the opportunities.  We need to 
leverage our incumbency, our experience, our technology, our training systems, our 
commitment to safety, and our determination to win. 
 
As an industry, we should not lose sight of the “Big Picture”.  A recent survey conducted by a 
responsible and reputable agency that was published in the Sydney press stated that ride-
hailing companies had captured approximately 6% of the taxi market.  The flip side of that 
statistic is that the taxi industry still has 94% of the market.  I suspect that these percentages 
would be typical for most of Australian cities in which the uberX service operates.  
 
As an industry, we also must get serious about addressing our weak points.  We all know them 
– our service and presentation requires constant attention to win and retain customers. 
 
Finally, it would be remiss of this report not to note important changes to the ATIA’s Executive 
Committee that occurred in 2015.  Long time ATIA vice president, Kevin Foley, retired on 
medical advice after serving our association and its board for more than 25 years.  I know 
members join with me in wishing Kevin all the very best for the future. 
 
ATIA vice president, David Samuel, also retired in 2015 due to workload and pressure of 
duties. 
 
I thank both Kevin and David for their assistance and contribution to the Australian Taxi 
Industry Association.     
 
John Bowe 
President 
ATIA 
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ATIA CEO’s REPORT 
 

The Australian Taxi Industry Association 
(ATIA), as the industry’s national peak 
representative body, performs two key 
roles – 
1. providing leadership on matters with 

national application or significance; 
and 

2. supporting member State/Territory 
associations by facilitating the 
exchange of advice, expertise and 
resources across jurisdictional 
boundaries.   

 
This report presents the major activities 
undertaken by the ATIA in 2015 under the 
following headings: 
• Ride-Hailing Apps; 
• GST and Ride-Hailing; 
• Grab-a-Cab! Campaign; 
• Global Taxi Service Quality Network; 
• Competition Policy Review; 
• Disability Standards; 
• Taxi Rank Master Plans; 
• Lobbying; 
• Member Councils/Associations; 
• Executive Committee; 
• International Memberships; and 
• 2015 Australian Taxi Conference. 
 
RIDE-HAILING APPS 
Smartphone passenger transport booking 
apps continued to be the dominant issue 
for the ATIA during 2015. 
 
As it had done since launching its uberX 
services in April 2014, Uber continued to 
display little respect for Australian State 
and Territory Governments or their laws.  
Government declarations that its ride-
hailing service was illegal were derided, 
official Cease & Desist notices were 
ignored, fines issued to uberX drivers were 
treated as mere costs of doing business 
(rather than serious deterrents), and 
Government enforcement officers were 
reportedly blacklisted on the Uber platform. 
 
The ATIA continued its engagement of 
stakeholders on the issue of ride-hailing 
during 2015.  Concerns in relation to ride-
hailing were highlighted to members at the 
annual conference in Melbourne, raised 
with regulators at successive National Taxi 

Regulator Group (NTRG) meetings, and 
became a staple topic for discussion in 
meetings with elected officials and other 
industry bodies. 
 
Relevantly, the ATIA also raised concerns 
about certain motor insurers’ inconsistent 
and conflicting representations in relation 
to cover of ride-hailing vehicles with the 
ACCC and ASIC.  The ATIA understands 
that at least ASIC agrees that insurers 
should not be allowed to undermine the 
legal system by offering, or purporting to 
offer, insurance cover for activities that are 
illegal. 
 
In 2016, the ATIA intends to continue 
focussing on key weaknesses in the ride-
hailing business model, namely – 
1. Safety (passengers and drivers); 
2. Insurances (gaps, deficiencies and 

inequities); 
3. Non-Accessibility (discriminatory). 

 
GST and RIDE-HAILING 
After length argument and advocacy from 
the ATIA, the Australian Taxation Office 
(ATO) finally arrived at the conclusion that 
all point-to-point, for-reward, on-demand 
passenger transport drivers must receive 
equal treatment under the “A New Taxi 
System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 
1999”.  The ATO adopted the principled 
position, that irrespective of the legality or 
otherwise of ride-hailing services under 
State/Territory transportation laws, ride-
hailing drivers were effectively taxi drivers 
and should be treated as such in relation to 
GST.  
 
Effective from 1 August 2015, all ride-
hailing drivers were required by the ATO to 
be registered for GST (i.e. no discretionary 
income threshold).  This in turn caused 
Uber on 7 August 2015 to increase the 
prices for its uberX service by 10% to cover 
the cost of GST.    
 
Importantly, the ATIA’s advocacy in 
relation to GST and taxation generally is 
based on removing regulatory 
interventions that distort markets.  If taxi 
drivers must register for GST, supply 
quarterly Business Activity Statements 
(BAS), and declare their earnings in their 
annual income tax returns, then so should 
ride-hailing drivers.  This is entirely 
consistent with the ATIA’s call for a “level 
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playing field” for all point-to-point, for-
reward, on-demand passenger transport 
service providers.  In the ATIA’s view, 
competitive advantage should not derive 
from differential regulatory burdens. 
 
Of course, Uber seemingly holds an 
orthogonally different view.  Its Amsterdam 
based, Uber BV, launched a challenge to 
the ATO’s decision on ride-hailing drivers’ 
GST obligations in the Federal Court in late 
2015.  The ATIA will be monitoring 
developments in that court case during 
2016 and will take appropriate action if, or 
as, may be required. 
 
GRAB-A-CAB! CAMPAIGN 
The ATIA continued to work with its PR 
firm, Red Agency, on promoting positive 
imaging for the taxi industry during 2015.  
 
Under the campaign banner, Grab-a-Cab!, 
Red Agency continued to build a digital 
image and presence for the ATIA that 
highlights the benefits of using legitimate 
taxi services:  
• www.grabacab.net.au 
• Grab A Cab Facebook page 
• Twitter handle @Grab_ACab  
 
Importantly, the Grab-a-Cab! strategy aims 
to complement the PR activities of member 
Councils as well as the activities of ATIA’s 
international counterparts (e.g. TLPA, IRU, 
CTA).  Crucially, the campaign also 
engages with, and leverages participation 
by, industry members with Grab-a-Cab! 
stickers and wraps on taxis around 
Australia serving as important touch points. 
 
In 2016, the ATIA will continue to use PR 
and social media to promote the value 
proposition of using legitimate taxis. 
 
GLOBAL TAXI SERVICE QUALITY 
NETWORK 

During 2015, the ATIA again contributed 
significantly to the European based, 
International Road Transport Union’s 
(IRU), development of a global certification 
scheme for taxi booking apps.  The 
scheme, UpTop Global Taxi Network 

(GTN), promotes global interoperability of 
legitimate taxi booking apps.  
 
Relevantly for Australia, UpTop GTN is 
based on the seven (7) criteria developed 
by the ATIA for app endorsement, namely:  

1. safety; 
2. service quality; 
3. fares & payment; 
4. no discrimination; 
5. responsibility; 
6. accountability; 
7. lawful. 
 
In 2015, the ATIA joined the IRU as an 
associate member, the ATIA was 
appointed the UpTop GTN certification 
body for Australia, and the ATIA CEO was 
appointed to the influential UpTop GTN 
International Evaluation Committee.   
 
The ATIA will continue to support the 
UpTop GTN initiative in 2016. 
 
COMPETITION POLICY REVIEW 
In May, the ATIA provided a detailed 
rebuttal to the final report of the 
Competition Policy Review led by 
Professor Harper.   In particular, the ATIA 
argued that the final report continued the 
error of the draft report in ignoring the 
empirical evidence of taxi deregulation 
overseas, namely that de-restriction of 
supply results in higher prices for 
passengers and degraded services rather 
than the contrary.     
 
Of some consolation, the ATIA was 
successful in persuading the Harper 
Review to abandon its bias towards Uber 
and to remove unsound and inappropriate 
endorsements of Uber and/or the uberX 
service. 
 
The ATIA’s consistent position throughout 
the Harper Review was that point-to-point, 
for-reward, on-demand passenger 
transport regulation was a matter for 
individual State and Territory 
Governments.  In the ATIA’s view, these 
governments are elected and competent to 
discharge that responsibility and it is 
allocatively inefficient for other levels of 
governments, including the Federal 
Government, to intrude or interpose 
themselves in that regulatory space.  The 
ATIA successfully argued that position to 
the Transport and Infrastructure Council in 
November 2015.   
 
It is expected that advocacy of the 
industry’s interests in respect of the 
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Competition Policy Reform will remain a 
key focus for the ATIA in 2016. 
 
DISABILITY STANDARDS 
In 2015 the Federal Government dissolved 
the Accessible Public Transport National 
Advisory Committee (APTNAC) and 
replaced it with the National Accessible 
Public Transport Advisory Committee 
(NAPTAC).  As a consequence, the ATIA 
transitioned its longstanding membership 
of APTNAC into NAPTAC. 
 
While NAPTAC was new in name and 
different in composition, it struggled to 
make any better progress than its 
predecessor with the reforms 
recommended from 2012 review of the 
Disability Standards for Accessible Public 
Transport (DSAPT).  Indeed, the working 
group proposed by the ATIA to develop 
new wheelchair accessible taxi (WAT) 
targets for the DSAPT never formally met 
in 2015.  The ATIA had proposed the group 
comprise Government, disability sector 
and taxi industry representatives.  In its 
stead, a government dominated sub-
committee of NAPTAC will be established 
in 2016 to review the WAT targets and to 
monitor the impact of ride-hailing services 
on WAT viability and performance.  
 
The ATIA’s advocacy for a national 
labelling scheme for mobility devices 
achieved limited success through in 2015.  
There was broad support for establishing a 
labelling scheme, although most of the 
proposals under active consideration were 
tailored more towards bus and rail 
operators, rather than the needs of the taxi 
industry. 
 
Advocacy of the industry’s interests in 
respect of the DSAPT will remain a key 
focus for the ATIA in 2016.   
 
TAXI RANK MASTER PLAN 
During 2015, MRCagney progressed 
development of a taxi rank master plan for 
Perth to the point where it awaits sign-off 
by the TCWA.  Once signed-off, the Perth 
master plan will be added to the ATIA’s 
library of city specific taxi rank master 
plans for Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, 
Adelaide and Canberra. 
 
All completed taxi rank master plans are 
published as public documents that are 

available for downloading from the ATIA 
website (www.atia.com.au). 
 
LOBBYING 
In 2015, the ATIA concentrated its lobbying 
resources on combating the expansion of 
illegal ride-hailing services. In doing so, we 
continued to reach out to build alliances 
with peak bodies of industries / sectors 
also experiencing unfair competition from 
Sharing Economy actors due to the latter’s 
avoidance of regulatory compliance costs. 
Of particular note, the ATIA joined the 
Council of Small Business of Australia 
(COSBOA). 
 
In 2016, the ATIA will continue its practice 
of making direct, timely, transparent and 
targeted representations to elected officials 
in Canberra. This strategy of personal 
briefings, continues to be the most 
productive and effective use of our 
advocacy resources.  
 
MEMBER COUNCILS / ASSOCIATIONS 
The ATIA provided considerable 
assistance to the taxi industry in Tasmania, 
including help to re-establish a State 
association.  At the ATIA’s 2015 AGM, the 
Tasmanian Taxi Council (TTC) applied for, 
and was approved as, a member of the 
ATIA.  The inclusion of the TTC returns the 
ATIA to a position where it has the peak 
taxi industry organisation in every State / 
Territory as a member.    
   
During 2015, the ATIA accepted invitations 
to provide direct assistance from its 
members in the Northern Territory, 
Australian Capital Territory, Queensland 
and Western Australia.  The ATIA’s 
assistance included in-person advocacy in 
Darwin, Canberra and Brisbane with 
elected officials, Government regulators 
and industry members. In the case of the 
TCWA, the ATIA provided written 
submission to the WA Government’s On-
Demand Transport Green Paper. 
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
There were a number of changes to the 
ATIA Executive Committee in 2015.  At the 
AGM, Mr Benjamin Wash did not seek re-
election and Mr Max McBride returned to 
the Board.  As noted in President Bowe’s 
report, Vice Presidents Kevin Foley and 
David Samuel separately resigned from 
the Committee late in 2015.  Mr McBride 
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was subsequently elected to fill one of the 
vacant Vice President positions.  Messrs 
Roger Burdon and Kevin M Gange were 
appointed (in February 2016) to fill the 
casual vacancies on the Executive 
Committee. 
   
Notwithstanding these changes, the work 
of the Executive Committee continued 
uninterrupted, delivering continuity of focus 
and direction for the Association 
throughout the year. 
 
INTERNATIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
The ATIA continued its membership of the 
US based Taxicab, Limousine and 
Paratransit Association (TLPA) in 2015.  
Evidencing the strong bond between both 
organisations, the ATIA’s CEO was re-
elected as an international vice president 
of TLPA and as such, serves as a member 
of the TLPA’s Board, Executive 
Committee, and App Committee.  
 
The ATIA also continued its association 
with the International Association of 
Transport Regulators (IATR).  IATR 
actively promotes best regulatory practices 
in a range of areas of interest to ATIA.  
Accordingly, the ATIA views its 
engagement with IATR as a key alliance, 
supporting our advocacy for efficient and 
effective regulatory practices in Australia.  
 
As noted above, the ATIA joined the IRU 
and is an active member of the IRU’s 
UpTop GTN International Evaluation 
committee, its Taskforce on Innovation 
(bus, coach, taxi), and its Taxis and Hire 
Cars with Driver (TA) Group.   
 
Fostering and developing the ATIA’s 
international relations with the TLPA, IATR, 
IRU, the Canadian Taxi Association (CTA) 
and the New Zealand Taxi Federation 
(NZTF) are viewed as ongoing priorities for 
2016.  
  
2015 ATIA TAXI CONFERENCE 
The 2015 ATIA International Taxi 
Conference was held in Melbourne during 
April.    Once again, the conference proved 
the value of industry members coming 
together to share and discuss the latest 
innovations, trends and developments 
impacting our industry.  
 
Our thanks again go to the conference 

convener, Mr David Samuel and the team 
at the Victorian Taxi Association for their 
support and assistance in hosting the 
national conference. 
  
CONCLUSION 
In summary, 2015 was a very productive 
year for the ATIA.  In particular, it served to 
highlight once again how important it is to 
have an effective peak representative body 
operating at a national level to protect and 
promote the best interests of taxi licence 
owners, operators, drivers, dispatch 
networks and customers. 
 

Blair Davies 
Chief Executive Officer 
ATIA 
 
 

NEW SOUTH WALES TAXI 
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION REPORT 

 
2015 was a year of profound change for 
the NSW Taxi Industry. 
 
As readers will be aware, following a 
review by the Point to Point Transport 
Taskforce, the NSW Government 
introduced its reforms for the NSW Taxi 
Industry.  These changes were announced 
just before Christmas and the NSW TIA 
has been actively engaged in direct 
negotiations with the NSW Government 
ever since to rectify the challenges that 
have arisen as a consequence of the 
reforms. 
 
The NSW Taxi Industry clearly 
understands the pressures and influences 
for change, particularly from our younger 
generation, and our industry cannot expect 
to be exempt from the changing 
environment of business in the 21st 
century.  
 
The continual mention of a level playing 
field, however, convinced us to support the 
Head of the Taskforce, Professor Sturgess 
and his Taskforce members during the 
review period, and the industry certainly 
more than committed itself professionally 
to this process.  
 
To say that the final recommendations 
came as a total shock would be an 
understatement and it has taken some time 
for us, as the industry leaders, to absorb 
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and understand the ramifications of the 
fifty-five (55) adopted recommendations 
from the Sturgess Taskforce Report.  
 
Whilst the NSW Taxi Industry has been 
exclusively allocated rank and hail work, 
this can only be effective if strict policing by 
the regulator is continuous. However, with 
no visible identification of booking service 
vehicles, this will be very difficult to police 
and control. Furthermore, based on 
experience to date, the NSW Taxi Industry 
has little confidence that the regulator will 
be able to fulfil this task effectively at all.  
 
From the country and regional point of 
view, the Taskforce completely misread 
the situation, as rank and hail work in 
country regions is generally less than 10% 
of overall work. This leaves these areas 
totally vulnerable to all types of hybrid 
booking services, which will further 
negatively impact upon an already 
struggling industry where we are seeing 
taxi services failing across the state.  
 
The statement made in the Taskforce 
Report that the stripping of unnecessary 
regulation will save the industry $30 million 
per annum is also badly misplaced. Why 
would any sensible company, co-
operative, owner- driver, seriously consider 
dropping the standard of vehicle age and 
condition, driver training and presentation, 
and overall commitment to our clients to 
handle their complaints and lost property, 
and not continue to monitor our 
performance standards against best 
business practices.  
 
The only beneficiary of this policy will be 
less cost to government; as our industry 
will continue to keep our standards at the 
highest levels at equivalent costs. It simply 
would not be in the industry’s commercial 
and economic interests to abandon 
standards that have been instituted over 
decades.  
 
We are also working to gain greater 
clarification of how the compensation and 
industry adjustment figure was calculated, 
and how our industry is to be given ample 
opportunity to ensure that our license 
holders are given total government 
assistance in hardship circumstances.  
 
Highlighted early in the Taskforce 
discussions was CTP insurance and the 

inequities between taxis and vehicles 
operated under business registration that 
will now be able to carry on the same type 
business at a ten (10) times lesser CTP 
cost than taxis.  This is critical in 
establishing a genuine level playing field 
and the NSW Government was remiss in 
not addressing this issue prior to the 
legalisation of Uber. 
 
Other areas of concern over the structural 
inequities in the reform package include 
industrial relations, worker’s compensation 
insurance, competition law and key 
aspects of the NSW Government’s taxi 
industry reforms that were introduced in 
2014 (now largely consigned to ancient 
history). 
 
NSW TIA members have lost considerable 
equity in their licence values (40%). Their 
leasing payments have been reduced by at 
least one hundred dollars a week, and 
many are having problems leasing their 
licenses.  The removal of license fees on 
all hire cars / ride-hailing vehicles after our 
industry absorbed some 280 converted 
licenses in 2004, to now give these 
operators a further bonus is, to us in the 
taxi industry, unexplainable and grossly 
unfair. The failure to impose a reasonable 
and sensible annual license fee on all point 
to point transport vehicles is, to our 
industry, inexplicable and gives another 
free kick to booking services over taxis.  
 
During the course of this Taskforce Inquiry 
the NSW Taxi Industry has handled the 
situation with professionalism and 
decorum, often at the subject of internal 
concern. Whilst we are committed to 
supporting the Government’s initiatives, we 
must see an exerted effort by the NSW 
Government to rectify the above inequities 
in order for these reforms to result in fair 
competition and a strong and viable taxi 
industry. 
 
It has, however, not been all Uber’s way.  
The obscene level of surge pricing by Uber 
during the Martin Place siege, the 
significant storms in April 2015 and more 
recently over the Christmas and New Year 
period came as a genuine shock to the 
travelling public.  Furthermore, evidence is 
starting to emerge of poor standards by 
Uber drivers, particularly as competition 
increases and the take home pay of Uber 
drivers decreases. 
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Against this backdrop, the NSW Taxi 
Industry has continued to perform well with 
an overall satisfaction rating of 82%, with 
safety and reliability key performance 
indicators recorded at or around 90%.  
Furthermore, operators are reporting better 
year on year bookings and hirings over the 
January/February 2016 period. 
 
In addition, after a sharp decline over the 
Taskforce review period, licence values 
have steadied and, if service delivery and 
market share can be maintained and 
hopefully improved, licences will continue 
to provide a positive yield. 
 
Notwithstanding these outcomes, the NSW 
TIA is actively engaged in implementing 
measures to make the industry more 
competitive into the future.  This includes 
initiatives that will ensure standards are 
maintained and innovation is encouraged. 
 
It is vital that, despite the challenges 
presented by the NSW Government Point 
to Point Transport Reforms, the NSW Taxi 
Industry strives to build. 
 
 
Brian Wilkins 
President 
NSW Taxi Industry Association 
 
 

CANBERRA TAXI INDUSTRY 
ASSOCIATION REPORT 

 
All in the Australian taxi industry would 
know that that the ACT jurisdiction was the 
first in Australia to legalise the operation of 
what is wrongly but persistently termed, 
“ridesharing”.  Uber, whose service is 
called uberX, promoted this type of 
operation to the Government.  Although the 
legislation covering the concept exists to 
cover all forms of ride-hailing, as Uber has 
been the only company publicly involved in 
the lobbying and publicity of that type of 
service, I will refer only to Uber or uberX in 
this report.  It should be mentioned that 
third party booking services such as 
goCatch have also been approved in the 
ACT legislation. 
 
The power of Uber as a lobbyist and 
political manipulator was evidenced by the 
naming of the review into the ACT taxi 
industry announced in January 2015, as 

the Taxi Industry Innovation Review, and 
by the wording included in the review 
papers. To suggest the review was to be a 
review into taxi industry innovation was 
interesting as the papers recognised that 
the taxi industry had been innovative, and 
prompted no inquiry into the current level 
of taxi innovation or of the industry’s future 
plans.  
 
The Chief Minister was honest in that he 
said the review was instigated simply to 
find a way for Uber to be included in the 
point-to-point public transport sector. The 
review papers were clearly worded to 
redefine that part of taxi work in which Uber 
was interested, namely booked work. 
Questions relating to comparative 
passenger safety between booked work 
and rank / hail work were slanted to make 
it appear booked work was safer for 
passengers than rank / hail work. This 
implied that uberX work (thus more closely 
aligned to hire car work) could be 
considered to provide better security for 
passengers than taxis with their security 
cameras and panic buttons. 
 
Although it was obvious that uberX 
provided only one of the several methods 
by which taxis and passengers may be 
connected, and although the promise of a 
“level playing field” was used constantly by 
officials during the review, the re-definition 
of the taxi work to be taken by uberX as 
“more like hire car work” allowed the 
Government to glance away from taxi 
industry concerns about the high costs of 
taxi third party insurance when compared 
to the competitor’s private car TPI costs. 
 
So legislation has been passed in the ACT 
that allowed uberX to operate in the ACT 
from the end of October 2015. This was 
just in time for the Chief Minister’s visit to 
California to be feted at Uber HQ. 
 
But what is this legislation? It is simply 
enabling legislation that allows uberX to 
operate without regulations.  Uber might as 
well have commenced illegally as the Chief 
Minister said he would not take any actions 
against them if they did.  The CTIA is led to 
believe that the only obligation that an 
uberX driver needs to meet is to undergo 
the same police check as taxi drivers. Uber 
itself inspects uberX cars. 
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The enabling legislation will cover the 
situation until regulations are determined 
and put into place. Implementation has 
been promised by March or April, but the 
CTIA suspects, and has reason to believe, 
that Uber is successfully delaying 
implementation in order to avoid 
administration charges, reporting 
obligations, and the imposition of fees and 
obligations on its drivers that would, make 
recruitment harder.  
 
Of great concern to the holders of 
perpetual taxi licences is the possible loss 
of value of their licences, particularly as the 
ACT Government has sold licences in the 
past and leased them for $20,000pa, a 
figure that put a notional value on them of 
over $330,000. The percentage of 
standard taxis currently leased by the 
Government is about one quarter of the 
total standard fleet. In what appears to be 
a form of predatory pricing, the ACT 
Government has now dropped its lease 
fees to $10,000 and promises to drop them 
to $5000 in 2016, thus depriving the ACT 
Treasury of significant revenue, and 
attempting to adversely affect the lease 
fees chargeable by individual perpetual 
licence holders.  Relevantly, the ACT 
government rents footpath space to coffee 
shops (as should be expected) for a price 
that has increased by 22% over the past 
two years, and yet unexplainably, it feels 
that another community asset should be 
subject to a 75% reduction in rent. 
 
The Chief Minister has arrogantly 
dismissed talk of compensation for 
perpetual licence holders saying that they 
had simply made poor investment 
decisions. The Canberra Taxi Industry 
Association is waiting on the legal advice 
from a leading Senior Counsel regarding 
the options available for licence holders to 
gain compensation. 
 
 
John McKeough 
Chairman 
Canberra Taxi Industry Association 
 
 

VICTORIAN TAXI ASSOCIATION 
REPORT 

 
The 2015 State Report provided by the 
VTA clearly identifies the issues that the 
industry in Victoria faced during 2015. The 

report highlights matters that affected the 
industry across the State including the 
continued impact of the reforms 
implemented by the previous State 
Government.  
 
2015, while still immensely challenging for 
industry, did see some positive trends 
begin to emerge.  A far more productive 
relationship with government was clearly 
one of those positives.  In 2015 we also 
saw a reduction in the negative 
commentary about our industry’s 
performance and a greater focus on the 
regulatory inequalities that currently 
constrain our industry’s ability to respond 
to new competitors. The VTA was also 
pleased to see a sharp contraction in the 
amount of commentary provided by 
industry critics including our Taxi Services 
Commissioner. Unfortunately, these 
positives did not address a number of the 
operational difficulties faced by many in the 
industry. 
 
I would like to thank all of you here for the 
support you have offered and given in 
various ways again in 2015. I would also 
like to thank all the VTA’s staff and 
suppliers who on the whole have done a 
great job in supporting and advising the 
Association. 
   
2015 delivered a new CEO of the Taxi 
Services Commission (TSC).  Mr Aaron de 
Rozario is familiar to many having worked 
as the Western Australian regulator for 
some time.  The VTA have found Aaron to 
be available, interested and engaged.  The 
VTA have also found the Minister and her 
staff to be approachable, engaged and 
receptive to new ideas and views on how 
to improve the industry going forward. We 
expect 2016 to be another challenging year 
and hope that this relationship will provide 
a foundation for sensible and well 
considered change where necessary.    
 
During 2015, illegal drivers continued to be 
fined and prosecuted with court actions 
proceeding. Despite this, many in the 
industry were frustrated by the uneven 
playing field, the inability of the regulator to 
stop illegal service providers and a more 
general frustration with the regulatory 
constraints that unnecessarily impede the 
industry’s ability to compete. 
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It was pleasing to see customer 
satisfaction with our service continued to 
improve during 2015. This is a credit to taxi 
operators and taxi drivers who find 
themselves under tremendous pressure.  
 
Finally, I look forward to working with all in 
our industry as we move into 2016.  2015 
has not been without success and we just 
hope to see more of that during 2016.  
 
 
Kevin F Gange 
President 
Victorian Taxi Association 
 
 

TAXI COUNCIL QUEENSLAND 
REPORT 

 
It has been another year of substantial 
action for the taxi industry in Queensland 
with TCQ dedicating almost all our 
resources toward our effort to deal with 
illegal taxi services (i.e. ride-hailing).  
 
With the very successful campaign to raise 
$75.00 per licence at our 2014 AGM, and 
our members clearly indicating that their 
expectation from TCQ is to ensure that 
nothing is left on the field in our effort to 
deal with illegal taxi services, TCQ held an 
EGM in November 2015 with over 400 
members in attendance.  Those present 
represented more than half of 
Queensland’s taxis and almost all taxi 
booking companies.  At that meeting, TCQ 
introduced our team of professional 
advisors engaged to provide the capacity 
to meet this challenge on multifaceted 
levels.    Most importantly, TCQ set out a 
comprehensive set of strategic plans 
designed to ensure all potential actions are 
appropriately considered.  The meeting 
concluded with the EGM unanimously 
supporting a resolution for TCQ to raise a 
further $1,080 per licence over the next 3 
years to fund our programs.   
 
Over the past few months, TCQ has 
undertaken substantial industry 
consultations and implemented a 
substantial information gathering effort, 
which will be concluded in February 2016, 
an investigation of international 
experiences associated with ride-hailing 
from a range of perspectives, and the 
formulation of comprehensive submissions 
to the Opportunities for Personalised 

Transport (OPT) Review, which is 
expected to report to the Queensland 
Parliament in August 2016 regarding the 
future of personalised public transport.   
 
One of the core objectives for TCQ has 
been our determination to mobilise the taxi 
community in Queensland.  While 
companies engaging in illegal taxi services 
may adopt “smoke and mirror” strategies to 
dupe politicians and journalist into 
believing that they are tapped into public 
sentiment, largely by having paid 
employees and computer generated 
emails bombard social media, blogs etc, 
TCQ has sought to have real people and 
real voters lobby politicians and to provide 
balance in various media forums. 
 
Other initiatives included political, media 
and PR strategies which leveraged the 
high levels of service provided by the 
industry to the Queensland community. 
With government research demonstrating 
that 89% of Queenslanders are satisfied or 
more than satisfied with the Queensland 
taxi industry in terms of the quality of 
service being delivered, between 60% and 
70%+ of clients booking taxis through a 
legal taxi booking company, and a 
diversified range of products being offered 
to the community, Queensland taxis are 
well placed, with our culture of service and 
product diversity, to adapt to the 
challenges ahead. 
 
If the taxi industry Australia wide is to be 
successful in our endeavours regarding 
ride-hailing, the industry must start 
developing new products to counter the 
threat from the illegal interlopers.  This will 
help win back lost business as well as help 
create new market opportunities for taxi 
drivers and operators.  Ultimately, the taxi 
industry can’t lose this fight if our operators’ 
and drivers’ businesses are to remain 
viable.   
 
With taxi booking companies being the 
logical link in the supply chain to develop 
new markets and services, TCQ has been 
encouraging companies to become more 
aggressive in this space.  To that end, 
developing services for non-acute medical 
travel and mass transit replacement 
services are just two emerging 
opportunities.  TCQ has also been 
providing companies with PR support and 
some media training.  In Queensland, taxi 
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companies take responsibility for all 
aspects of the customer experience when 
catching a taxi, from the initial booking, to 
the quality of the service, to response 
times, to the provision of aftermarket 
services.  This regulatory system has 
served the Queensland industry and 
community well, with the creation of a 
strong service ethic. 
  
TCQ believes that ride-hailing companies 
deliberately seek to derive unfair 
competitive advantages by ignoring 
Australian law, laws which are designed to 
deliver high performance standards and to 
guarantee community safety.  With the 
claims from ride-hailing companies that 
they represent some new economic 
paradigm starting to unravel in many 
international jurisdictions, it is only a matter 
of time before everyone realises that “the 
Emperor is wearing no cloths”.  The 
suggestion that an algorithm can replace 
robust control systems, proper 
management structures and can make 
redundant effective legislative and 
regulatory structures is just plain nonsense 
and has dangerous ramifications.  It is time 
for Government Inquiries to stop trying to 
negotiate political outcomes and to start 
applying the rigour and analysis necessary 
to protect the public interest. 
      
Finally, I am regularly asked by industry 
members how this is all going to play out in 
Queensland.  I really can’t answer that 
question apart from the knowledge that the 
taxi industry has survived since the 1830s 
and my absolute belief in the industry being 
remarkably adaptive and resilient.  The 
reality is that given the decisions in some 
of the other state jurisdictions, the 
Australian taxi industry will be fighting ride-
hailing well into the future.  Regardless of 
the results of the OPT review, the 
Queensland taxi industry will be in that fight 
with all the energy and tenacity that we 
possess.     
 
 
Max McBride 
President 
Taxi Council of Queensland 
 
 
 
 

TAXI COUNCIL SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
REPORT 

 
As TCSA President, as a plate owner, and 
as the General Manager of a centralised 
booking service employing South 
Australians, 2015 has been a tough year of 
major challenges. 
 
What has been particularly challenging has 
been the impact of interstate ride-hailing 
developments on political and media 
expectations in SA. The ACT Government 
decided to legalise ride-hailing – 
disgracefully with no compensation to plate 
owners.  Announcements of legalising ride-
hailing have since occurred elsewhere in 
Australia. Ride-hailing supporters have 
used these developments to argue that the 
SA Government must inevitably follow in 
the footsteps of interstate Governments. 
We continued fighting against this 
throughout 2015, while also rejuvenating 
our industry. 
 
In 2015 we welcomed an independent 
consumer representative, Lauren Kirk, to 
join our Committee and give us 
uncensored feedback on customer service, 
as well as 2015 Taxi Driver of the Year, 
Pawan Kumar, to speak for drivers and, 
Louis Zhangh, to speak for access cabs. 
 
We worked very hard in preparing a 
submission to the Taxi and Hire Car 
Review conducted by the State 
Government, suggesting ways that both 
customer service and driver incomes can 
be improved as well, of course, as pointing 
out the multiple safety defects of ride-
hailing. 
Below are some of the messages we have 
been sharing with State and Federal MPs. 
 
In May 2015 I wrote to all SA MPs: “Taxi 

drivers and operators are small businesses 

which have invested in South Australia. 

Many are “Mum and Dad” operators 

strongly committed to the industry, with 

their earnings and taxes staying in 

Australia”. 

 

In the same letter I urged MPs to, “bear in 

mind the often forgotten important social 

justice role of Adelaide taxis. For example, 

10 percent of the taxi fleet is dedicated to 

people with a disability. Taxis are not 

limited to smart phone app bookings and 

credit card payments – although the taxi 
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industry embraces both. It also accepts 

vouchers provided to e.g. older South 

Australians as well as cash for those who 

don’t have credit cards”.  In other words, 
we contribute to social justice and harmony 
by looking after everyone. 
 
In August 2015 I shared an article I wrote 
in Adelaide’s daily newspaper, The 
Advertiser, with every South Australian MP 
and asked them all to, “carefully consider 

the facts explained in the article – the jobs 

and businesses of more than 20,000 South 

Australians depend on it.”  I added, “These 

South Australian voters feel very, very 

passionate about a level playing field and 

a strong and viable future for their industry 

and for their families”. 

 

In November 2015, I again wrote to all SA 
MPs describing Uber’s attempt to create a 
sense of artificial urgency in letting uberX 
in. I wrote, “Uber has been free to 

contribute to the review but has still been 

aggressively lobbying for rid- hailing to be 

introduced, even before the review has 

been concluded.  I also said: “It should be 

stressed that many SA owners of taxi 

licences are older, retired families, who 

have worked for many years in the taxi 

industry and now rely on the return on their 

licence to support them as, effectively, their 

pension or superannuation. 

 
I also pointed out that this is precisely the 
wrong time to experiment with hurting the 
taxi industry. “Permitting ride-hailing would 

add significantly to the state’s already high 

unemployment rate. Ride-hailing, on 

Uber’s own admission, is primarily a part-

time job – whereas for many taxi drivers it 

is their full time occupation.” 
 
The letter also reminded all State and 
Federal MPs of the economic contribution 
that we make to SA. This is what the letter 
stated.  “The taxi industry contributes about 

$200 million a year to the SA economy and 

the State Government itself directly earns 

about $4 million a year from the taxi 

industry, on top of the more than $40 

million the State Government has earned 

in revenue from selling taxi licences over 

the last seven years... It is 

incomprehensible that any MPs would 

consider damaging this currently self-

sustaining industry – which contributes so 

much economically and socially to SA – at 

such a precarious time in the economic life 

of the state.” 
 
Naturally, we don’t just rely on letters. We 
have been having continuous, time-
consuming but very important face-to-face 
meetings with a large number of Federal 
and State MPs from both the major parties, 
minor parties and independents. 
 
We will keep on advocating with all MPs 
and speaking out with the media in a 
sensible and measured manner.  
 
An example of this philosophy was TCSA 
launching a major, high-profile positive 
advertising campaign (radio, prominent 
billboards – including at the airport - and 
taxi backs), “thanks for catching a taxi”, in 
December 2015. This campaign has been 
very well-received by the taxi industry, 
stakeholders, the media and political 
leaders. 
 
 
Jim Triantafyllou 
President  
Taxi Council SA 
 
 

  TASMANIAN TAXI COUNCIL 
REPORT 

 
The 2015 year was a very eventful one for 
the Tasmanian Taxi Council (TTC).  
Importantly, we consolidated our position 
as the industry’s peak representative body 
and by year’s end had approximately 85% 
of the taxis in the State affiliated with the 
association.  The TTC was also admitted 
as a member of the ATIA mid way through 
the year. 
 
For the Tasmanian taxi industry though, 
2015 was a relatively tough year with 
demand for taxi services steady, except for 
the normal seasonal quiet times.  
Somewhat to be expected, demand for taxi 
licences was weak for most of the year.   
The Government released a new of round 
of Owner/Operator licenses by tender in 
September and only 3 were taken up in 
Hobart. 
 
Separately in September, the Government 
announced its intention to embrace the 
Sharing Economy, including legalising 
ride-hailing services.  While this was not a 
particularly welcome development for the 
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industry, at least the Government 
recognised that it needed to be 
consultative and that it should not be 
blindly following the reform agendas being 
contemplated across mainland Australia.  
Pleasingly, the TTC was recognised as a 
key stakeholder and invited by the Premier 
to participate in the working group tasked 
with reviewing the existing regulations and 
preparing legislative amendments. 
 
In early March 2016, the government 
provided documentation to the parliament 
regarding legislative amendments to 
accommodate the sharing economy.  
 
In regard to uberX and ride-hailing services 
it included - 
• All Drivers to have gained PPV (Hire 

Car Licence status); 
• No vehicle to ply for rank or hail work; 
• No vehicle to display advertising or 

promotion inside or out of the company 
they associate with; and 

• Third party insurance (Registration) 
shall be of a higher standard than that 
of a normal family type vehicle. 

 
Roger Burdon 
President  
Tasmanian Taxi Council 
 
 
TAXI COUNCIL OF THE NORTHERN 

TERRITORY REPORT 
 
If we learnt anything from our experiences 
in 2015, it was that speaking to Territory 
politicians can be more effective than 
dealing with the department. 
 
Up until the last minute, the NT 
Government was considering either lifting 
the cap on taxi numbers or legalising ride-
hailing services, or both.  They were ready 
to act on the advice of the department. It 
took a lot of well argued advocacy with NT 
politicians to get them to change direction. 
 
With an election coming up in August 2016, 
we now have to do the same with 
Opposition politicians.  That won’t be as 
easy, as Uber has become a bit of a 
political football, with the Opposition doing 
what Oppositions do, that is, being quite 
critical of the Government’s decision to not 
legalise ride-hailing. 
 

In the department’s final report on the NT 
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry 
Review, it seems that allowing operators to 
buy or transfer licences was a bridge too 
far.  It’s not going to happen. Unfortunately, 
having these restrictions in place will act as 
a deterrent to investors, and result in the 
industry remaining in its stagnant state. 
 
There is still the threat of ride-hailing 
services being legalised, if the industry 
doesn’t get its act together.  Through the 
media, the Transport Minister has stated in 
no uncertain terms that the industry has 12 
months to make improvements, or uberX 
type services will be allowed in. 
 
One of the priorities we are looking at is 
improving our technology.  This includes 
adopting the best apps available in the 
market.  However, networks also need to 
look at their base operations, and some 
operators, including fleet operators, need 
to look at ways to attract better quality 
drivers.  A good first step would be to make 
sure their vehicles are not only roadworthy, 
but the cosmetics are also up to a high 
standard.  
 
With so much uncertainty hanging over the 
NT taxi industry over the past 12-18 
months, members have tended to be 
treading with caution and holding back on 
investment. Hopefully the Government’s 
decisions in relation to the CPR Review will 
provide the certainty needed to support 
investment in infrastructure and upgrades 
aimed at improving efficiency and 
customer service levels. 
 
 
Stephen Hall 
President  
Taxi Council of the Northern Territory 
 
 


